Extrait du message de Indian Mujahideen revendiquant l’attentat d’Ahmedabad en 2008

In the Name of Allah, The Most Beneficent, The Most Merciful.
Praise and Glory be to Allah, Who helped His slaves, fulfilled His Promise and Who Alone defeated the enemies. And Peace and Blessings of Allah be upon His Messenger Muhammad (peace be upon him) and on all those who believe and honor him.

And all Praise and Glory be to Allah Alone, the Sustainer of the Heavens and the Earth, Who revealed in His Qur'an: Say (O Muhammad to the Kafireen): “Call upon your (so called) partners (of Allah) and then plot (your worst) against me, and give me no respite! For my Protector is Allah, Who revealed the Book, and He will choose and befriend the righteous”. (Qur’an 7:95-96)

Here again, the INDIAN MUJAHIDEEN addresses the escaped multitude of faithless disbelievers, praising our Lord for humiliating you by our hands at Ahmedabad and Surat and calming our hearts by chastising your bodies with a disgraceful punishment. We declare that with the Will of Allah our attacks on you will be severely intensified from now on and with our extremely lethal strikes, which are to follow successively, we shall make you weep and repent for the evil hatred and grudge against Islam and Muslims. We openly intimidate you of our new attacks about to hit you very soon and shatter all the fabricated lies that you have forged about “busting the terror module behind the Ahmedabad bomb blasts”.

O you cowardly bastards of ATS Gujarat, ATS Mumbai, ACB, Gujarat Police and fools the like thereof! You are the most foolish enemies the Mujahideen of Islam have ever fought against! Look! We are directly challenging you that Insha Allah we will carry out our next attacks right under your “close vigil”, your “critical surveillance” and yes, of course, in presence of all those confidential reports that you receive from your secret sources of the IB – the “Ignorance Bureau”. What you have yelled and panicked about the INDIAN MUJAHIDEEN being technologically advanced is absolutely true. Our forthcoming assaults shall verify your guesstimate once again and this time it will be terribly dreadful Insha Allah.

You boast of defusing our thirty bombs planted at Surat which your foren’sicks’ claim to have failed due to defective IC’s. But we know better! You are nothing but victims of our terrorizing plan that turns you helpless when the Wrath of Allah descends on you. Just think O numbskulls! How many microchips can be faulty? One? Or two? Or all thirty at the same time? This is yet
another threat to those filthy Hindus of Surat who have failed to take heed, and a reminder to Narendra Modi that it is not over, by Allah in whose hands rest our lives! It is just the beginning. The INDIAN MUJAHIDEEN are now much more determined, resolute and organized than before towards their oath which they have pledged to Allah, and with His Will, we shall fulfill it thoroughly. Our “homegrown” unit is steadily multiplying, silencing all the noise that you make about eradication of the “radical elements”. Your tyranny and oppression against Muslims will no longer be left unchecked and we are warning you to be prepared for the deadliest strikes by our Fidayeen (martyrdom) attacks which are already on the move. Your efforts to suppress Jihad by means of harassment by police and anti-terrorist agencies, coupled with rigorous employment of hired spies and informers purchased at a bargain price to aid you against us are all going to be in vain. Your lot in future is nothing but a brutal and bloody slaughter.

Yes! We are vigilantly watching your investigations and probes and we are noticing the arrests that you have made in the last 20 odd days and to relieve you from the shocking trauma you are subject to right now, here comes a healing touch for you.

- The INDIAN MUJAHIDEEN on its full authority declares that by the Grace of Allah not even a single mujahid from our ranks who played even a minute role in the blasts, has been arrested to date. We are completely safe and in Allah, The Most Sublime, do the believers put their trust. Whatever Ashish Bhatia and P.C. Pandey have bragged about Mufti Abul Bashir, Sajid Mansuri, Zahid Shaikh and other innocent brothers like them is a big lie and just a clear proof of their miserable failure that has disgraced the entire anti-Islamic force.
- You are trying to save face by broadcasting the forgery of taking the “mastermind” in custody assuming that this might work for you. No! By Allah, your senses have badly failed and it is a challenge that Insha Allah, you cannot even imagine who our mastermind is. Let us notify you, especially the top officials of ATS like Hemant Karkare and allies that our line of attack has already been “masterminded” for you.
- To make it plainer to you, the INDIAN MUJAHIDEEN (IM only) is in no way associated with the Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI). We are an absolutely self-reliant and self-sufficient group with each and every individual committed only to the cause of Islam and Jihad, with our fundamentals of intense hostility to Kufr (disbelief) and utmost affection for Muslims. The more you harass us by your countrywide arrests and tortures in the name of SIMI, the more you assist us to accomplish our targets. This is only going to smooth the progress of our fight against you and add to your agony. Your oppression can by no means stop our advance.
- Our heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Ken Heywood and his associate for their complete cooperation and guidance to make our attack a huge success.
The Times of India, we warn again, that your untrue and deceptive propaganda against SIMI and your bogus bragging about ATS is definitely going to lead you to the bloodiest massacre ever witnessed by history. Just hold on! The countdown to your devastation has begun.